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Release Briefs
The latest enhancements in the Premier experience

Keep track of mobile hotspot usage for group plans.
By keeping track of mobile hotspot usage, company administrators and your wireless users who have access
to Premier, can avoid going over their limits. With the latest enhancement to Premier, if your users are on
either the AT&T Business Unlimited Plus℠ or AT&T Business Unlimited Enhanced℠ plans, they can now see
mobile hotspot usage for their wireless numbers separately from standard smartphone usage. This will make
it easier for you and your users to know when to adjust hotspot usage to avoid tethering speed reduction for
the rest of the bill cycle. Usage information is found on the View Account Information page and View Group
and Usage page in Premier Online Care, as well as Premier eBill reports.

Company administrators have access to a saved shopping cart.
To save you valuable time when placing orders, we’re saving your shopping cart. Now, when you add items to
the cart when shopping for new service, and then leave Premier without completing your order, the cart
contents will be saved. The next time you log in, you’ll be notified that you have items in your Shopping Cart,
and you can quickly complete your order or empty your cart and start again.

We’ve made it faster to submit feature changes in bulk.
We’ve streamlined the display and functionality of the Bulk Change Services page in Premier Online Care to
make it easier for company administrators to change features. Features are now arranged in categories that
can be expanded and collapsed. This reduces the length of the page and the need to scroll down a long list to
find the features you want to add to the wireless numbers you are managing.

Other Premier resources:
Premier on YouTube
Get Help: Online Premier site support
Premier Business Center: Explore Premier
Premier University training schedule and registration
AT&T Business Community
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